Emergency Supplies for Animals

1. Papers in a protected cover – copy of license, proof of vaccinations, chip number (Microchip animals), recent photo (preferably of you and your animal together for ID purposes)
2. Leash and harness for cats and dogs
3. Carrier crate for cats and dog if possible (collapsible are best)
4. Food and water for 7 days
5. medications and directions
6. water dish
7. stake out and line for dogs
8. muzzle if needed for handling
9. booties to protect feet / cover wound (these can be purchased at Target)
10. blanket
11. calming medication
12. Plastic bags for clean up / Litter box and scooper, 1 week liter supply
13. Toys
14. T-shirt with owner scent if you have to kennel dog in temporary shelter
15. Brief description of pet’s personality and quirks
16. Grooming supplies if used regularly
17. First Aid kit – crazy glue, eye wash, hydrogen peroxide, aspirin, benedryl